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Classic soap prank 

This prank is perfect to fool your family or roommates and also extremely easy. All you need to play this 

prank is a bar of soap and some nail polish. Simply paint the soap with the clear nail paint and let it dry. 

Place it back in the washroom and watch your friends or family struggle to use the soap bar. 

Veggies and donut prank 

Simply just order some donuts and later remove all the donuts fillings and replace with broccoli or any 

other veggies in it. And then just wait for your friend to open it and enjoy the reaction. 

Toothpaste prank 

This joke is dreaded by all the Oreo lovers. This easy and funny prank need is a pack of Oreo biscuits and 

plain white toothpaste. Replace the cream in the Oreo with some plain toothpaste and prank your 

friends. If you want to make sure that your prank is not a fail try using vanilla flavoured toothpaste 

instead of the minty ones. 

 

You’re full of life; You’re full of surprise; You’re full of wisdom; You’re full of – At times I find you’re fully 

numb, And other times, you’re fully dumb. In short, you’re a bloody fool. Happy April Fools’ Day! 
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WhatsApp Reads: Oct-2 for Gandhi, Nov-14 for Nehru, Apr-24 for Sachin, Aug-15 for India, Apr-01 only 

for YOU. So Enjoy the day !!! 
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WhatsApp Reads: Is kadar hum aapko chahte hain, Ki duniya wale dekh ke jal jaate hain, Is kadar hum 

aapko chahte hain, Ki duniya wale dekh ke jal jaate hain, Yun to hum sabhi ko ULLU banate hain, Lekin 

aap thoda JALDI ban jaate hain, Happy April Fools’ day. 

 

WhatsApp Reads: I hereby certify and swear that I would never ever in my life make you a FOOL on 1st 

April. For that all the other 364 days of the year are more than enough. Happy All Fools’ Day 2022! 
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WhatsApp Reads: A recent study has proved that Fools use their thumb while reading SMS. Now it’s too 

late, Don’t try to change your finger! Try to catch some other fool! 

 

WhatsApp Reads:  A – You are Attractive, B – You are the Best, C – You are Cute, D – You are Dear to Me, 

E – You are Excellent, F – You are Funny, G – You are Good-Looking, H – Hehehe, I – I’m, J – JOKING. 

Happy April Fools’ Day! 
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WhatsApp Reads: The Men who are feeling left out because of Women’s Day, Don’t feel sad… Men’s day 

is coming soon, just that across the world it’s called by a different name on April 1st! 

 

WhatsApp Reads: Q: What will be the girl’s name born on 1st of APRIL? Guess, Guess, Guess – A: 

FOOLAN DEVI! 
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WhatsApp Reads: Best relationships needs no promises, no demands and no expectations… it just needs 

two people. One fool like you; And one cool like me. Happy April Fool! 

 

WhatsApp Reads: Someone…Misses U…Needs U…Worries about U, Is lonely without U, Guess Who? A 

Monkey in the ZOO 

– A very Happy April Fool’s Day to you. Let’s show the world’s smartest people that they’re also a bit 

foolish at times. 

WhatsApp GIF image message: Everything has a day. Every pet has a day. Every fool too has a day. Hope 

you might have enjoyed your day. Happy April Fool Day! 
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